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While scholars have long documented the migration of people
in ancient and medieval times, they have paid less attention
to those who traveled across borders with some regularity.
This study of early transnational relations explores the routine
interaction of people across the boundaries of empires, tribal
confederacies, kingdoms, and city-states, paying particular
attention to the role of long-distance trade along the Silk
Road and maritime trade routes. It examines the obstacles
voyagers faced, including limited travel and communication
capabilities, relatively poor geographical knowledge, and the
dangers of a fragmented and shifting political landscape, and
offers profiles of better-known transnational elites such as the
Hellenic scholar Herodotus and the Venetian merchant Marco
Polo, as well lesser known servants, merchants, and sailors.
By revealing the important political, economic, and cultural
role cross-border trade and travel played in ancient society,
this work demonstrates that transnationalism is not unique to
modern times. Instructors considering this book for use in a
course may request an examination copy here.
A thrilling new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author Lisa See explores the lives of a Chinese mother and
her daughter who has been adopted by an American couple.
Li-yan and her family align their lives around the seasons and
the farming of tea. There is ritual and routine, and it has been
ever thus for generations. Then one day a jeep appears at
the village gate—the first automobile any of them have
seen—and a stranger arrives. In this remote Yunnan village,
the stranger finds the rare tea he has been seeking and a
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reticent Akha people. In her biggest seller, Snow Flower and
the Secret Fan, See introduced the Yao people to her
readers. Here she shares the customs of another Chinese
ethnic minority, the Akha, whose world will soon change. Liyan, one of the few educated girls on her mountain, translates
for the stranger and is among the first to reject the rules that
have shaped her existence. When she has a baby outside of
wedlock, rather than stand by tradition, she wraps her
daughter in a blanket, with a tea cake hidden in her
swaddling, and abandons her in the nearest city. After mother
and daughter have gone their separate ways, Li-yan slowly
emerges from the security and insularity of her village to
encounter modern life while Haley grows up a privileged and
well-loved California girl. Despite Haley’s happy home life,
she wonders about her origins; and Li-yan longs for her lost
daughter. They both search for and find answers in the tea
that has shaped their family’s destiny for generations. A
powerful story about a family, separated by circumstances,
culture, and distance, Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane paints
an unforgettable portrait of a little known region and its people
and celebrates the bond that connects mothers and
daughters.
Ben shu bao kuo chuan yue shi kong de cha xiang, Jia yin
chu shen shan, Qing ya de cha shi, Cha ren yu cha dian,
Zong heng cha zhi lu, Ming cha wei you zhang, Qi miao cha
xiang, Cha shan yi wei deng nei rong.
????????????,???????????????????,????????????.
Li-yan woont met haar familie in de afgelegen Chinese
bergen van Yunnan. Hun levens zijn al generaties lang
afgestemd op tradities en het verbouwen van thee. Op een
dag verschijnt er een vreemdeling in het dorp. Zijn komst is
de eerste onverbiddelijke stap op weg naar het moderne
leven. Li-yan gaat voor hem werken. Wanneer ze zwanger
raakt, vertrekt ze naar de grote stad en besluit haar baby te
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laten adopteren.
Focusing on compensation, friendship, and collaboration, this
book explores what anthropologists and research participants
give to each other in and beyond fieldwork. Contributors
argue that while learning and following the local rules of
reciprocity are challenging, they are essential to responsible
research and efforts to decolonize anthropology.
Gary Paul Nabhan takes the reader on a vivid and far-ranging
journey across time and space in this fascinating look at the
relationship between the spice trade and culinary imperialism.
Drawing on his own family’s history as spice traders, as well
as travel narratives, historical accounts, and his expertise as
an ethnobotanist, Nabhan describes the critical roles that
Semitic peoples and desert floras had in setting the stage for
globalized spice trade. Traveling along four prominent trade
routes—the Silk Road, the Frankincense Trail, the Spice
Route, and the Camino Real (for chiles and
chocolate)—Nabhan follows the caravans of itinerant spice
merchants from the frankincense-gathering grounds and
ancient harbors of the Arabian Peninsula to the port of Zayton
on the China Sea to Santa Fe in the southwest United States.
His stories, recipes, and linguistic analyses of cultural
diffusion routes reveal the extent to which aromatics such as
cumin, cinnamon, saffron, and peppers became adopted
worldwide as signature ingredients of diverse cuisines.
Cumin, Camels, and Caravans demonstrates that two
particular desert cultures often depicted in constant
conflict—Arabs and Jews—have spent much of their history
collaborating in the spice trade and suggests how a more
virtuous multicultural globalized society may be achieved in
the future.
Román o tradicích, p?stování ?aje a poutech mezi matkami a
dcerami od autorky bestselleru Tajemství hedvábného v?jí?e.
V odlehlé ?ínské horské vesnici p?stuje rodina Li-jen ?aj po
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celé generace. Jejich ?as ?ídí plynutí ro?ních období, ale s
p?íjezdem prvního auta do vesnice se lidem otev?e moderní
sv?t. Li-jen, dcera nejvážen?jší rodiny z vesnice, se vzpírá
tradicím, které mají formovat její život. Porodí nemanželskou
dceru, jejíž život zachrání tak, že ji odloží v sirot?inci v
nedalekém m?st?, a sama odejde za vzd?láním a lepším
životem. Malá Hayley š?astn? vyr?stá v Kalifornii v adoptivní
rodin?, ale i p?esto ji zajímají její ko?eny. Jediným vodítkem k
jejímu p?vodu je kolá? ze zvláštního ?aje, který její matka
zanechala spole?né s ní v sirot?inci. Za oceánem Li-jen touží
po ztracené dce?i. Ob? se v?nují studiu vzácného ?aje pchuer, který ur?uje osud jejich rodiny po celá staletí... Barvitou
kulisu románu Lisy See tvo?í zanikající sv?t tradi?ního života
horského etnika Akh? v drsné a odlehlé ?ásti jihozápadní
?íny. Jen st?ží si lze p?edstavit, že ješt? na sklonku 20. století
tamní obyvatelé neznali elekt?inu, auta ani telefon. Život na
?ajových horách byl a je pevn? svázaný s výjime?ným
druhem ?aje pchu-er, který v bou?livých letech po vzniku rudé
?íny tém?? upadl v zapomn?ní. Zelené zlato se ale v 21.
století do?kalo op?tovné pozornosti a zájem o pchu-er
dramaticky zm?nil životy všech, kte?í s ním p?icházejí do
styku.
??????????,??????????????????,???????????,????,???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????,?“??????????????????????”??,?????
??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????—1949??
?????????????????????????—??????????????????????????,
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
???????????????????????????? ?? Jonathan Unger?
??????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??? Arif Dirlik???????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? Andrew Walder??????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????—?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ????????????

??????:??——???????????;??????????;?????????????
????;????????????;“???????”——?????;????????????
;???????????
To tea, or not to tea? That is no question! A tea
collector and addict spills the leaves. The author is a
vegetarian, non-smoker and teetotaler - but should
one not have at least one vice? Brutally honest and
in a comprehensive way, he reveals his experience
with his addiction to finding increasingly better teas
for the daily dose and the constantly growing
collection. But that is not all, he also freely discloses
how he treats the most tender leaves and buds with
boiling water, some of which is even bubbling. In
addition to providing personal experiences, the book
also serves as a thorough guide and reference book,
covering tea varieties and cultivars as well as the
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topics of purchasing, storing, choosing the right
water, the various ways of brewing and the fitting
accessories. Furthermore, more than 200 different
teas are presented, both world-renowned standards
as well as some personal favorites and curiosities.
THIS EDITION CONTAINS EXACTLY THE SAME
TEXT AS THE REGULAR EBOOK OR
PAPERBACK, BUT MOST OF THE PHOTOS HAVE
BEEN REMOVED. IN OTHER WORDS, THIS
VERSION IS TEXT-ONLY WITH A FEW
EXCEPTIONS. PLEASE MAKE SURE TO PICK
THE REGULAR VERSION IF YOU PREFER TO
HAVE YOUR READING EXPERIENCE ENHANCED
BY A WIDE VARIETY OF PHOTOS.
?????????????????? ?????????? ??? ?????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????? ????????????????
????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ??????
??????????? ?????????? ?????????????? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????? ???? | ???Kenneth Pomeranz ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????The Making
of a Hinterland: State, Society, and Economy in
Inland North China, 1853-1937???????????????????
???????????????????The World that Trade Created:
Society, Culture and the World Economy, 1400 to
the Present???? ???? | ??? ??????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???Simon and Schuster 1986????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????
What is the role of quality in contemporary
capitalism? How is a product as ordinary as a bag of
tea judged for its quality? In her innovative study,
Sarah Besky addresses these questions by going
inside an Indian auction house where experts taste
and appraise mass-market black tea, one of the
world's most recognized commodities. Pairing rich
historical data with ethnographic research among
agronomists, professional tea tasters and traders,
and tea plantation workers, Besky shows how the
meaning of quality has been subjected to nearly
constant experimentation and debate throughout the
history of the tea industry. Working across fields of
political economy, science and technology studies,
and sensory ethnography, Tasting Qualities argues
for an approach to quality that sees it not as a final
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destination for economic, imperial, or post-imperial
projects but as an opening for those projects.
?????????????,???????????????????,????????????
????????????
???????,????:???????——“????”????????——“????”??
??????????——“????”??????????????——“????”?
This beautifully illustrated, elegantly written textbook
pairs the best research on the biochemical
properties and physiological effects of medicinal
plants with a fascinating history of their use
throughout human civilization, revealing the
influence of nature's pharmacopeia on art, war,
conquest, and law. By chronicling the ways in which
humans have cultivated plant species, extracted
their active chemical ingredients, and investigated
their effects on the body over time, Nature's
Pharmacopeia also builds an unparalleled portrait of
these special herbs as they transitioned from wild
flora and botanical curiosities to commodities and
potent drugs. The book opens with an overview of
the use of medicinal plants in the traditional practices
and indigenous belief systems of people in the
Americas, Africa, Asia, and ancient Europe. It then
connects medicinal plants to the growth of scientific
medicine in the West. Subsequent chapters cover
the regulation of drugs; the use of powerful plant
chemicals—such as cocaine, nicotine, and caffeine—in
various medical settings; and the application of
biomedicine's intellectual frameworks to the
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manufacture of novel drugs from ancient treatments.
Geared toward nonspecialists, this text fosters a
deep appreciation of the complex chemistry and
cultural resonance of herbal medicine, while
suggesting how we may further tap the vast
repositories of the world's herbal knowledge to
create new pharmaceuticals.
Volume 40 features research articles on Tibetan
mountain deities, Mongghul ritual, material culture in
Ladakh, Tibetan ritual practitioners, Tibetan naming
practices, and lifestyle migration in Dali. The volume
also has two folklore contributions and twenty-one
book reviews. Editor's Note Articles Tsering Bum.
"THE CHANGING ROLES OF TIBETAN MOUNTAIN
DEITIES IN THE CONTEXT OF EMERGING
ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES: DKAR PO LHA
BSHAM IN YUL SHUL" Limusishiden (Li Dechun)
and Gerald Roche. "SOCIALIZING WITH GODS IN
THE MONGGHULBOG RITUAL" Jacqueline H.
Fewes and Abdul Nasir Khan. "MANUSCRIPTS,
MATERIAL CULTURE, AND EPHEMERA OF THE
SILK ROUTE: ARTIFACTS OF EARLY TWENTIETH
CENTURY LADAKHITRADE BETWEEN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH ASIA" Libu Lakhi (Li Jianfu). "NAMUYI
TIBETAN pha54 ts?54 RITUALS AND ORAL
CHANTS" Duojiezhaxi (Dorje Tashi, Rdo rje bkra
shis) and CK Stuart. "A MDO TIBETAN NAMING
PRACTICES AND NAME POPULARITY" Gary
Sigley. "THE MOUNTAIN CHANGERS: LIFESTYLE
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MIGRATION IN SOUTHWEST CHINA" Folklore
Timothy Thurston and Caixiangduojie. "An A mdo
Tibetan Wedding Speech from Ne'u na Village" Bkra
shis bzang po. "Oral Narratives from Bang smad:
Deities, Demons, Bla ma, and Leaders Reviews
Bettina Zeisler. Mountains, Monasteries, and
Mosques Barbara Gerke. The Social Life of Tibetan
Biography Francesca Fiaschetti. China's Encounters
on the South and Southwest Francesca Fiaschetti.
Inner Asia, and the Spatial Politics of Empire:
Archaeology, Mobility, and Culture Contact M.
Alyson Prude. Pilgrim of the Clear Light Sienna
Craig. At Home in the World Tristan G. Brown. China
From Empire to Nation-State Robert Entenmann. In
the Land of the Eastern Queendom: The Politics of
Gender and Ethnicity on the Sino-Tibetan Frontier.
Jonathan Z. Ludwig The Emperor Far Away: Travels
at the Edge of China Jonathan Z. Ludwig. IndiaChina Borderlands: Conversations Beyond the
Centre Tricia Kehoe. Ethnicity in China; A Critical
Introduction Hilary Howes. Towards Sustainable Use
of Rangelands in North-West China Lei Duan. War
Finance and Logistics in Late Imperial China
Magnus Fiskesjö. Chieftains into Ancestors Nikolas
Broy. The Origins of Religious Violence Kali Cape.
Eminent Buddhist Women Andrew Nelson. The
Brave New World of Ethnicity in Nepal Christine
Murphy. The Unbearable Dreamworld of Champa
the Driver Enrico Beltramini. Healing Traditions of
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the Northwestern Himalayas and Being Human in a
Buddhist World Katia Buffetrille. Mapping Shangrila
Christine Murphy. Tibetan Folktales (World Folklore
Series)
????????????,???,?????????????,??,??????,???????
?,??????,??????????.
??????:?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Sharks Fin and Sichuan
Pepper:A Sweet-Sour Memoir of Eating in China, praised as
one of the best travel food writings. Fuchsia Dunlop writes for
Gourmet, Saveur, the Financial Times, and Time Out. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books,
Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Umfangreicher Praxisratgeber zur Steigerung Ihres
Teevergnügens. Ein Teesammler und -süchtiger packt aus.
Der Autor ist Vegetarier, Nichtraucher und Abstinenzler doch muß der Mensch nicht ein Laster haben!?
Schonungslos ehrlich und ausführlich offenbart er seine
Erfahrung mit der Sucht, immer bessere Tees für den
täglichen Bedarf und die stetig wachsende Sammlung zu
finden. Doch damit nicht genug, auch über die Behandlung
zartester Blätter und Knospen mit teilweise sprudelnd
kochendem Wasser legt er bereitwillig Rechenschaft ab.
Ganz bescheiden lautet sein Teemotto: „Nur das Beste
trinken, immer und überall.“ Neben persönlichen Erfahrungen
dient das Buch auch als umfassender Ratgeber und
Nachschlagewerk, es behandelt Teesorten und -kultivare
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ebenso wie die Themen Einkauf, Lagerung, das richtige
Wasser, die vielfältigen Möglichkeiten des Aufbrühens und
des dazu passenden Zubehörs. Ergänzend werden über 200
verschiedene Tees vorgestellt, sowohl weltbekannte
Standards als auch persönliche Favoriten und Kuriositäten.
Zahlreiche Fotos illustrieren den Text.
??????????,??????????????????????????????????????????
From the author of the New York Times bestseller,
Megatrends: Ten New Directions Transforming Our Lives,
comes the new title on dealing with the complexity of change.
It is one thing to spot the real trends from the fads, but it is
another whole new ball game to deal with the incoming trend.
This is the centrepiece of Mastering Megatrends.
Puer Tea traces the rise, climax, and crash of this
phenomenon. With ethnographic attention to the spaces in
which Puer tea is harvested, processed, traded, and
consumed, anthropologist Jinghong Zhang constructs a vivid
account of the transformation of a cottage handicraft into a
major industry?with predictable risks and unexpected
consequences -Copyright: 30375e66b09b58c094d478aabc437cb0
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